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How to install the Hanging Mount to a horizontal support

1. Loosen the top knob screw to open the hinge plate. 
Loosen the bottom knob screw and place the Hanging 
Mount Kit over a square railing or beam.  

2. While supporting EXO, slide EXO’s handle through the 
hinge plate and set it on the bottom of the bracket. 
Close the hinge plate and fasten the top knob screw 
to secure.

Hinge Plate

G7 EXO HANGING MOUNT KIT

The Hanging Mount Kit is Blackline’s mounting solution for environments where loose parts like bolts and washers would cause 
safety concerns. By using hand-fasteners, the Hanging Mount Kit allows for rapid setup and deployment, without requiring tools or 
complicated installation. The Hanging Mount Kit can be used to support the EXO hanging from horizontal or vertical orientations:

• To install on a horizontal support: hang the mount from a horizontally positioned square railing or beam (compatible with 
1.5-2.5 inch square railing or beam)

• To install on a vertical support: attach the mount to a pole or tripod (compatible with 1.25-1.5 inch vertical support)

NOTE: The horizontal mount does not support accessories, example: a solar panel or horn. For situations where accessories can be 
supported, see the Universal Mount Kit (SKU ACC-G7EXO-HMK).

EXO with Hanging Mount Kit 
installed on a horizontal support
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How to install the G7 EXO Hanging Mount to a vertical support

1. Slide the rear bracket over a vertical post or tripod to the 
desired height. Tighten the rear thumbscrews to secure. 

2. Loosen the Top Knob Screw and open the Hinge Plate. While 
supporting, slide EXO’s handle through the Hinge Plate. Set 
EXO on the bottom of the bracket. Close the Hinge Plate and 
fasten the top knob screw to secure.

EXO with Hanging Mount Kit 
installed on a vertical support

Rear Bracket

For additional safety and security, use a safety cable (ACC-EXO-SC) and tether EXO to an additional support.

Visit support.BlacklineSafety.com to download the technical user manual with descriptions of how to use and configure your device 
and for detailed specifications. 
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